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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the friend of the family – The family was the main 
reason why Arist Dethleff s developed a small and smart home on 
wheels more than 80 years ago. He wanted to promote the family 
business around the world without leaving his family behind. 

The family and everything associated with it has a high importance 
for us. That is the reason why fairness and reliability play a greater 
part for Dethleff s: in consulting, in sales and in after sales service.

Experience pays off , they say. You will soon discover that when you 
head off  in your Dethleff s, because in terms of reliability and safety 
our cars set standards. And so that you can enjoy it, there is now the 
rot-proof Dethleff s Lifetime Plus body construction.

We wish you a good trip all the time with your “Friend of the family”.

Best regards,
Your Dr. Dominik Suter & Guenther W.

Welcome
to the camping family!
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Dethleffs More Value
Convincing advantages

Over 80 years of experience in the construction of 
recreational vehicles pay off  - for you too! Your new 
Dethleff s motorhome not only looks stylish, but also 
has a lot of advantages unique to Dethleff s that give 
you practical added value: more comfort, more safety, 
longer life.

Dethleff s Lifetime Plus body construction
 
All Dethleff s motorhomes come with a 6-year water 
tightness warranty as standard!
 
Completely new is the Dethleff s Lifetime Plus body 
construction on all models of the Advantage, Esprit and 
Premium class. Using the latest fi ndings, this new type of 
design combines an absolutely rot-proof and thus long-
lasting wall construction for a healthy interior climate:
 
+  Walls, roof and fl oor are constructed entirely without cold 

spots or wood inserts. Instead, rigid polyurethane struts 
ensure a high torsional stiff ness.

+  Strong GRP panels (glass-fi ber reinforced plastic) on the 
roof and fl oor protect against damage from outside from 
hail, stones, salt water, etc.

+  An extra thick layer of high density, hydrophobic, 
i.e. water-repellent XPS foam ensures excellent 
insulation properties

+  A 3 mm (fl oor 6 mm) thick plywood panel leading to 
the living area is both moisture-balancing and sound-
absorbing.

XPS foam

GRP panel

XPS foam

Aluminium 
exterior walls

Footstep sound insulation 
by PVC and wood

Breathable real 
wood panelling

Polyurethane struts 
with doweled joints
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AirPlus
With the AirPlus system we ensure that the overhead lockers are 
ventilated and so an air circulation in the room will avoid the  
condensation. The result: Healthy room air without mould formation 
or mould spots.
 
Gourmet Kitchen Centre
Enough working surface even in smaller kitchen. The variable cover 
makes it possible, you can only uncover the hob you really will use. 
In addition to that the kitchen is equipped with spacious drawer 
compartments which can be easily loaded and height-adjustable 
shelves in overhead lockers (see page 114).
 
SleepWell
Part of a wonderful holiday is also a healthy and restful sleep. This 
is the reason why Dethleffs set high value on the perfect sleeping 
comfort (SleepWell system). In the sprung base we use ergonomic 
slatted frame system with flexible, natural rubber embedded spring 
wood slats matching ideally to the contour of the body (s.p. 112).
 
Winter suitability
By installing the unique Dethleffs Winter Comfort packages your 
motorhome can be made suitable for the winter time (s.p. 110).
 
ESP comes as standard (ESP: electronic stabilizing system) 
Today the ESP is an indispensable safety equipment in the passen-
ger car sector. With a Dethleffs motorhome you are always safe and 
protected all-round! (see page 118)

Dethleffs More Value
Convincing advantages

 ` SleepWell

 ` Gourmet Kitchen Centre

 ` Winter suitability 

 ` Standard ESP (electronic stabilizing system)

 ` AirPlus



Conversion types
Low Profi le, A Class or Coachbuilt

  A Class

The well-insulated cab is integrated in the living area and gives 
you more room feeling. A pull-down bed over the cockpit provides 
additional sleeping berths. The driving experience with an A Class 
model is beyond comparison: the large Panoramic windscreen, the 
eff ective sound reduction and the spacious room feeling make your 
journey becoming an adventure.

  Coachbuilt

Very popular with families and all those who are in need of much 
space and storage. The cosy Overcab bed is very liked by children 
and also ideal for adults because of its large dimensions. When you 
do not use the Overcab bed for sleeping it can be very useful for 
storing your holiday implements. 

  Low Profi le

Holidays for two or even for four with a vehicle for daily use? The 
Low Profi le models will be exactly the right ones for you. With a low 
vehicle height and dynamic driving features you will enjoy your 
holidays. They are ideal for all those of you who prefer the driving 
away from the motorways and make it possible to pass smaller 
villages. For Low Profi le models with pull-down bed you can have 
a look into our ranges Globe4 and Magic Edition T-4.

There are three conversion types available for our motorhomes – 
here you will fi nd the most important features and advantages:
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That is how you will fi nd your motorhome
Classifi cation

We have the right vehicle for you – and it is easy to fi nd: If you’re still unsure of exact specifi cations 
for the vehicle of your dreams, you can start to take a look at the vehicle classifi cations. They 
represent some of basic requirements of a motorhome such as large and luxurious, fully winterised 
or compact and functional. If you already know what you want the overviews on page 8 will give you 
further information. There you will fi nd an overview of the complete portfolio which is organised 
according to conversion style and range. Browsing our choice of layouts you will easily recognise 
your desired model.

Compact Class on page 14
Spontaneous holiday plans – compact, light 
and agile

All those of you who look for a vehicle 
for city tours or off  the beaten track. 
The vehicles of the Compact Class come 
under 3.5 t, with compact overall dimensions 
these can be used as multifunctional second 
vehicle for that every-day holiday feeling.

Advantage Class on page 38
The complete Advantage programme
Do you want an A Class motorhome? Or a Low 
Profi le? With a choice of diff erent layouts? If so
you should have a good look at the Advantage
Class. The only thing the Advantage Class 
vehicles don’t do is restrict your desires! 
It’seasy to convince yourselves that our 
allrounder’s come with the best equipment 
for a great price!
Starting this model year, we off er the rot-
proof Dethleff s Lifetime Plus technology as 
standard – GRP-protected, without wood 
inserts in the body. For an extra long life!

Esprit Class on page 76
Leisure vehicles for the individual kind

For those trend setters who demand the
best! The vehicles of the Esprit Class combine
modern design with perfect functionality.
All of them are fully winterised thanks to the
double fl oor or the multi functional fl oor
technology. For the interior there are as
many individual variations as you can wish
for – so what are you still waiting for?

Extra long life as standard - thanks to the 
rot-free Lifetime Plus body construction.
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T 1 T 6617 T 5901

T 6671

T 2 T 6777 T 6601

T 7051 DBM

T 4 T 6857 T 6611

T 7051 EBT 8 T 11 T 15

Low Profi le 
Model overview

ADVANTAGE 
Advantage Class on page 38

TREND 
Compact Class on page 14

GLOBEBUS 
Compact Class on page 14

Family friendly
Four fi xed sleeping 
berths



T 7010-2T 7090 T 7090-2

T 7150-2T 7150

T 7010

T 7150 EB T 7150-2 EB

T 1 EBT 1 DBM

T 7151-4 DBM T 7151-4 EB

T 6801-4 T 6911-4 DBT 6911-4

T 7151-4 T 7151-4 EB
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ESPRIT 
Esprit Class on page 76

ESPRIT COMFORT
Esprit Class on page 76

MAGIC EDITION 
Advantage Class on page 38
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(only T 7151-4)

GLOBE4
Advantage Class on page 38



I 1 I 2 I 4

I 8 I 11 I 15

I 1 EB I 1 DBMI 5901

I 6671

I 6601

I 7051 DBM

I 6611

I 7051 EB

MAGIC EDITION 
Advantage Class on page 38

ADVANTAGE 
Advantage Class on page 38

GLOBEBUS 
Compact Class on page 14

A Class 
Model overview



I 7010-2

I 7150-2

I 7010

I 7150 EB

I 7090-2

I 7150-2 EB

I 7090

I 7150
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ESPRIT 
Esprit Class on page 76

ESPRIT COMFORT
Esprit Class on page 76
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Family-friendly
All A Class models
have a family-friendly
layout with at least
four sleeping berths
and a standard pulldown
bed.



A 5887 A 6977 A 6820-2 A 7870-2

ESPRIT COMFORT
Esprit Class on page 76

TREND 
Compact Class on page 14

Coachbuilt 
Model overview

Family friendly
Four fi xed sleeping 
berths
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Premium Class by Dethleffs –
Mobile luxury at its best form

Travel in the highest class - this is why we have developed 
the vehicles of the Premium Class. Experience the most 
comfortable form of mobile leisure. With high-quality 
equipment, the fi nest materials, and above all lots of 
space, the Premium Class combines the best of over 
80 years experience in each Dethleff s motorhome. 

Here you will fi nd a brief overview – for more information 
please contact your Dethleff s dealer or ask for a Premium 
Class brochure via the phone: 0049 (0) 75 62 98 78 81 or 
www.dethleff s.co.uk.

GLOBETROTTER XL I (A Class)
Dynamic comfort

A fully winterised luxury motorhome with a spacious 
living area and still under three metres high – the 
GLOBETROTTER XL stands for a special luxury. Even with 
its spacious character you still get a modern and stylish 
dynamic! The GLOBETROTTER XL gives its own reasons to 
be among the fi nest motorhomes in the smart luxury class.

Globetrotter XXL A (Coachbuilt)
Stylish travelling

The performance of the XXL Globetrotter sets the 
benchmarks in its class. With an eye catching design and a 
majestic ambience the space and functionality of this well 
born motorhome means it is not willing to compromise. 
A powerful Common Rail Diesel engine with low noise 
perfectly completes this luxury package and makes the 
XXL an ideal towing vehicle for even heavy trailers.

Feel free to order our 
Dethleff s Premium Class catalogue via the phone: 
0049 (0) 75 62 98 78 81 or via 
email: info@dethleff s.co.uk



Compact Class
GLOBEBUS •  TREND

TREND 
Low Profile
page 28

TREND 
Coachbuilt 
page 28

GLOBEBUS 
A Class
page 16

GLOBEBUS 
Low Profile
page 16

 
Well-protected with the robust 
GRP roof

Highlights of the Compact Class

Safe on the road thanks to the 
standard ESP and other driving 
assistance systems.

Comfortable Pilote seats with 
height/ inclination adjustment 
and upholstered arm rests

Light and compact motorhomes 
under 3.5 tones!

These motorhomes are big enough for me!
The vehicles in our Compact Class are ideal for exploring 
away from the typical holiday routes, or even in cities, 
because what you need there is a compact, handy vehicle 
which can be manoeuvred easily. They are the lightweights 
in our programme, weighing less than 3.5 tons, and with 
them you can make really speedy progress.

GLOBEBUS T & I 
They fill the gap between vans and Low Profile motorhomes. 
With a width of only 215 cm and a length often less than  
6 metres, they are easy to drive even on narrow roads.

TREND T & A 
The TREND Low Profile and Coachbuilt offer the best  
introduction to the motorhome world of Dethleffs.
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 ` Low Profile ` A Class ` Low Profile

So short, so good.
Sometimes less is more. With the GLOBEBUS, narrow 
country or mountain roads and narrow village roads are no 
longer a problem. It combines the compact dimensions of 
a van with the comfort of a multifunctional motorhome. 
Beds, insulation, kitchen and bathroom are all derived from 
the modules of the large Dethleffs motorhomes.

And you will soon be convinced by the unbeatable low 
price!

GLOBEBUS
Low Profile and A Class

GLOBEBUS Plus factors 
 + Compact vehicle dimensions: width: 215 cm,  
height: 262 cm

+ Two layouts under 6 metres
 + Dynamic design: much space for the interior and 
compact exterior

 + Multi-part rear with power saving LED lights
 + Convex door with flyscreen
 + Comfortable: Electrical entrance step
 + All seats to driving direction equipped with 3-point 
inertia belts and automotive, height-adjustable  
head rests
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 ` A Class was awarded the CARAVANING DESIGN AWARD 2012/2013
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T 8

Take the liberty
You don’t have to be restricted to limited space. The GLOBEBUS is 
as compact and sporty as a van while offering plenty of space for a 
low overall length. A generous sense of spaciousness is provided by 
the smart furniture construction of the overhead lockers. One clever 
detail: All cables run neatly in an installation duct underneath. Here, 
spotlights, sockets or speakers can be retrofitted easily.

Further practical details: the wardrobe interior lighting and the floor 
compartments - useful additional storage space for shoes, tools 
and everything you want to have close at hand. The roof window in 
the cab hood can be opened to let light and fresh air inside. Floor 
compartments and roof windows are optional.

GLOBEBUS
Low Profile

 ` The practical kitchen drawers with Soft Close function

 ` XXL double bed with up to 160 cm width

GLOBEBUS T Plus factors 
 + Openable roof window in the cab hood (option)
 + Compact vehicle dimensions despite spacious interior 
 + Elegant, power-saving and long-lasting LED rear lights
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 ` T 8 / Calva Apple / CONCERTO  The big skylight for much light and air in the cab (option)



I 4

The look of the GLOBEBUS makes it a real eye-catcher – agile and 
compact, and rather excellent in design. The practical pull-down
bed has a width of up to 150 cm and comes down quite far.  
The bed can be upgraded with electrical operation.

Did you know that you can make the 
GLOBEBUS winterproof? With the 

optional winter comfort package, the waste 
water tank, pipes and siphons are electrically 
heated for reliable protection against freezing. 
Your Dethleffs dealer will be happy to advise 
you on everything to do with winter camping.

GLOBEBUS
A Class

 ` For tall people: 205 and 210 cm long beds

 ` The pull-down bed offers much space with its width of 150 cm

 ` Expecting visitors? The table can be extended really easily

GLOBEBUS I Plus factors 
 + Wrap-around windscreen with unique panoramic view
 + 185 x 150/135 cm pull-down bed
 + Awarded the Caravaning Design Award 2012/2013
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 ` I 4 / Calva Apple / SOLANA  Single bed comfort in the Compact Class. But convincing as well when it comes to spaciousness
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 ` Within easy reach: wardrobe under the bed

Compact and yet with a huge bathroom!

Just like bigger motorhomes, the GLOBEBUS has a spacious 
bathroom. The washroom and separate shower cubicle are arranged 
on the left and right of the passage. When the door to the living 
area is closed, this results in a washroom and dressing room with an 
incredible amount of freedom of movement – a first in the Compact 
Class!

Bedding and clothing are kept within easy reach in the spacious 
wardrobe under the bed.

The bathroom has a large mirror and plenty of storage space in 
the form of a wall cupboard and an additional cabinet under the 
sink. The glossy surfaces of the washbasin lend the room an air of 
elegance.

GLOBEBUS T/I 8
Refreshingly spacious
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 ` Big bathroom: privacy and freedom of movement are guaranteed



Dethleffs Added Value
Advantages of GLOBEBUS models

 ` Flexible positioning of click spotlights for 
optimum room illumination

 ` Adjustable heading section

 ` Large skylight

 ` LED wardrobe interior lighting ` Perfect sleeping comfort thanks to the SleepWell 
system and high-quality mattresses with slatted frames

 ` Smooth-running, roller-guided drawers with 
drawers with Soft Close function

 ` Comfortable Pilote seats with height/inclination 
adjustment and upholstered arm rests

 ` Powerful Truma 6 E heater with integrated  
10 l boiler

 ` Practical spare bed in the seating area 
(depending on layout)

 ` Good interior climate thanks to the overhead 
lockers ventilation system “AirPlus”



262 cm

215 cm
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Total length from 599 to 678 cm

 ` Dynamically styled front with daytime driving 
lights

 ` Few fuel stops due to large fuel tank  ` Well protected against hail: durable GRP roof ` Drive safely with ESP as standard  
(see page 118)

 ` Elegant recessed LED daytime driving lights  
for A Class models

 ` Fiat low frame chassis for safe driving 
characteristics

 ` Repair-friendly: Multi-part rear with power 
saving LED rear lights
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 ` Large adjustable window in the cab hood 
(option)



GLOBEBUS
Standard soft furnishing variants

GLOBEBUS
Design variants A Class

Laguna Blue
Code 498

White
Standard

Cacao Grey
Code 1669

Titansilver Metallic
Code 1665

Design & Equipment – You have the choice
The standard interior style for the GLOBEBUS is 
the wood decor Calva Apple and complimentary 
soft furnishing designs CONCERTO and 
SOLANA.

 ` Calva Apple

 ` CONCERTO  ` SOLANA
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GLOBEBUS
Design variants Low Profile

The images of vehicles on this page are only intended to provide an indicative impression of colour combinations available, 
and do not fully correspond to the real vehicle design. Variations in colour and sticker details are possible.
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White-Laguna Blue
Code 5337

White
Standard

Imperialblue-Titansilver Metallic
Code 6205

White-Cacao Grey
Code 5334

White-Titansilver Metallic
Code 5338

Dolphingrey-Titansilver Metallic
Code 6206

Imperialblue-White
Code 5426



Ideal for those who like a sporty driving style – and a 
sporting price. The new TREND range stands for sleek, 
modern design and proven Dethleffs quality from Allgäu.

Everything is here that you expect from a modern 
motorhome: high-quality equipement, an intelligent layout 
and – thanks to the very low vehicle height – a distinctly 
sporty appearance. With the standard Captain Chair Pilote 
seats you are ideally equipped for a long journey.

You want to take your sport equipment with you?  
So the big rear garage will surely attract you. 

Also in fashion: the snazzy decorative covers in the soft 
furnishing design “Mali” with five modern variants.

TREND
Low Profile and Coachbuilt

 ` Coachbuilt  ` Low Profile ` Low Profile ` Low Profile

TREND Plus factors 
 + Reasonable price and high-quality equipment
 + Optional interchangeable MALI cushion sets 
 + Ingenious swivelling bathroom
 + Rear garage for bulky recreational gear 
 + High payload
 + Pilote seats with height/ inclination adjustment  
and upholstered armrests
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 ` Low Profile  With a total height of only 267cm the TREND Low Profile appears sporty and dynamic
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T 6857

TREND
Low Profile

Smart and still a bargain!
Despite the bargain price you don’t have to accept second best 
when it comes to equipment: Everything‘s here that you need for 
your mobile holiday: a Thetford fridge, Truma Combi 6 gas heating, 
a Thetford cassette toilet and an ingenious swivelling bathroom 
with practical splash guard.

By the way, despite the low construction height of the Trend T 
models, you won’t find any stairs that are transverse to the driving 
direction - a real safety bonus!

 ` King-size bed – easily accessible from three sides

 ` 3-burner stove as standard with electric ignition
Trend T Plus factors 
 + No danger of tripping in living area
 + Total height only 267cm
 + Fiat low frame chassis for perfect road handling
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 ` T 6857 / Donau Acacia / MALI 5  The light wood decor makes the interior appear very large and bright



A 5887

 ` Overcab bed with over 70 cm of headroom

Everything included!
The TREND Coachbuilt is a blessing for families and travellers with 
a lot of luggage. Thanks to the headroom of almost 2 m and an 
optimum economy of space, there is always all the space you need. 
The large Overcab bed also gives you more space.

In addition, the TREND Coachbuilt makes an impression with its 
well-equipped kitchen, comfortable washrooms and the classic 
dinette – this means up to six incorporated seats are possible for  
a total weight of only 3.5 tones.
And when you need additional sleeping berths you can easily 
convert the seating lounge to an additional and comfortable bed.

TREND
Coachbuilt

 ` Comfortable and convenient: the classic dinette

TREND A Plus factors
 + Family-friendly layouts for up to 6 people
 + Headroom of almost 2 m
 + Large Overcab bed
 + Standard drop chassis extension for a large rear garage
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 ` A 5887 / Donau Acacia / MALI 3  Ideal for families: lots of room, storage space, and optionally up to 6 seats



 ` Flexible positioning of click spotlights for 
optimum room illumination

 ` Stable, high quality metal latches on the overhead 
locker doors

 ` SleepWell! With high-quality cold foam 
mattresses and wooden slatted frames

 ` Practical easy access aid

 ` High storage space in the rear garage due to 
pivoting bunk bed (A 5887)

 ` Comfortable Pilote seats with height and tilt 
adjustment and padded armrests

 ` Smooth-running, roller-guided drawers with 
plenty of storage space

 ` Comfortable neck cushions for relaxed reading

 ` Variable bathroom with pivoting wall: separate 
shower cubicle or toilet room at a stroke

Dethleffs Added Value
Advantages of the TREND models



A: 315 cm

233 cm

 T: 267 cm
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 ` Low frame chassis with wide track rear axle for 
safe driving characteristics

 ` Power saving LED awning light  ` Aerodynamically shaped cab hood with 
optional skylight

 ` Storage space for bulky transport goods thanks to 
the standard drop chassis extension (Coachbuilt)

 ` Few fuel stops due to large fuel tank

Total length: T 693 – 698 cm; A 643 – 708 cm

 ` Well protected against hail: durable GRP roof ` Safe on the road with the standard ESP and 
important driving assistance systems (see page 118)

 ` Tinted windows safe from sun and prying eyes



Design & Equipment – You have the choice
The TREND delivers what its name promises: the bright, friendly 
wood finish Donau Acacia and the smart soft furnishing “MALI” 
underline the sporty, modern character.

With the clever decorative covers you can give your living area  
a personal touch:
Choose your favourites from five different designs. The cushions 
can be changed easily and quickly with the ingenious Velcro 
fasteners. Looking for a change of scenery?
The sets of covers can be ordered individually if desired.

TREND
Standard soft furnishing variants 

 ` Donau Acacia

 ` MALI 3

 ` MALI (standard)

 ` MALI 4

 ` MALI 1

 ` MALI 5

 ` MALI 2
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TREND
Design variants Low Profile & Coachbuilt

White
Standard

White
Standard

White
Standard

White
Standard

Dolphingrey Metallic/ White
Code 5197

Dolphingrey Metallic/ White
Code 5197

Dolphingrey Metallic/ White
Code 5197

Dolphingrey Metallic/ White
Code 5197



MAGIC EDITION 
A Class
page 62

ADVANTAGE 
A Class
page 40

ADVANTAGE 
Low Profile
page 40

GLOBE4 
Low Profile  
with pull-down bed
page 52

MAGIC EDITION 
Low Profile and  
Low Profile with pull-down bed
page 62

Distinct advantage
It doesn’t matter what kind of demands you have for your 
motor home; the Advantage Class offers you many different 
solutions. Low Profile, Low Profile with a pull-down bed or 
A Class models – each conversion type offers a choice of 
interesting layouts. 
All the expected standard equipment is there for a friendly 
price.

Common to all is the extensive range of features for  
a special price! For example, all models have a 
comprehensive safety package on board and the new 
Dethleffs Lifetime Plus, i.e. a rot-proof wall and floor 
construction without wood inserts.

Advantage Class
ADVANTAGE  GLOBE4  MAGIC EDITION

Highlights of the Advantage Class

Dethleffs Lifetime Plus:  
rot-proof conversion construction  
without wooden inlets with high-quality 
XPS insulation

Safe on the road with standard 
ESP, broad-gauge chassis and 
important driving assistance 
systems 

Lightweight: min. 4 passengers’ 
registration and still enough 
payload

SleepWell fixed beds with  
comfortable cold foam  
mattresses and high-quality  
bed frames

Healthy interior climate thanks 
to furniture construction with 
integrated ventilation behind 
the overhead lockers

Gourmet Kitchen Centre:  
more comfort and working 
surface thanks to the variable 
cooker cover and large drawer 
compartments

*ESP for the layouts 7151-4 is only available in conj. with the optional Maxi chassis
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Here, the name says it all! For the model year 2015, we have 
reinvented the ADVANTAGE for you: more comfort, more 
safety, more durability, more ideas! From the standard 142 l  
fridge and extra wide living room door to the spacious seating  
area - the ADVANTAGE knows how to impress you with 
many ideas and also with its sensationally low price.

And in order for you to enjoy all this for a long time, even 
the ADVANTAGE is based on the new Dethleffs Lifetime 
Plus technology. This means a rot-proof body construction 
without wood inserts! The roof and floor are protected by 
GRP panels and the highly compressed, water-resistant XPS 
insulation keeps heat and cold at bay.

What’s really impressive is the lightweight construction 
of the ADVANTAGE throughout: It’s licenced for 4 persons 
with a maximum weight of 3.5 tonnes, and yet can still  
take on lots of cargo.

ADVANTAGE
Low Profile and A Class

 ` Low Profile ` Low Profile  ` A Class  ` A Class

The ADVANTAGE Plus factors
+  XL: spacious seating lounge with harmonious shapes 

for all layouts
+  Power-saving LED interior illumination
+  New kitchen design with variable cooker cover  

and drawers. Practical: fold-away working surface  
enlargement for all layouts

+  Slim fridge with 142 l volume thereof 15 l freezer 
compartment and practical bottle pull-out

+  Luxurious: extra-wide living room doors (70 cm) for 
easy access including fly screen doors as standard

+  Gas bottle locker with pull-out function for a  
comfortable change of gas bottles
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 ` Low Profile  Sporty driving! Also as your mobile base station for individual outdoor activities you will be happy with ADVANTAGE



T 7051 DBM ` Impressive double bed - with access from three sides

 ` The large storage space under the bed is easy to access

The dynamics experts
With its new, more aerodynamically shaped roof hood, the ADVANTAGE 
Low Profile continues the striking design of the new Ducato, not only 
in terms of superb looks, but also combining practical advantages 
such as less wind noise and reduced fuel consumption. There is  
finesse in every detail: e.g. rain water is directed through integrated 
channels towards the windscreen and the rear. In this way you are 
spared from an unintentional shower when getting into the vehicle.

The living area boasts a modern interior with flowing lines, interesting 
two-tone furniture decor and lots of practical ideas. You notice the 
first one as soon as you open the door: it’s 70 cm wide - this ease of 
access is something you’d normally expect in luxury vehicles.

What’s just as practical is the narrow fridge which is fitted as standard 
in all ADVANTAGE models. It is only 42 cm wide (which creates  
additional living space) and still has a gigantic 142 l volume.

ADVANTAGE
Low Profile

ADVANTAGE T Plus factors
+  Aerodynamic T-hood for reduced wind noise and fuel  

consumption - when desired available with opening skylight
+  Intelligent water management for specific drainage of rain 

water
+  Anti-glare, freely adjustable click-in spotlights 
+  Comfortable Fiat Captain Chair Pilote seats with height/  

inclination adjustment and upholstered arm rests
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 ` T 7051 DBM / Noce Solista / BAKU  The spacious, elegantly shaped seating area is in a class of its own when it comes to seating comfort
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T 7051 EB ` XL: spacious seating lounge with harmonious shapes for all layouts. 
Practical: 230 V and USB sockets under the overhead locker

 ` Standard on board: the comfortable pull-down bed with cold foam mattress and 
wooden bed frame

ADVANTAGE
A Class

Welcome to the premium class!
Travelling in the ADVANTAGE A Class is an experience, thanks to  
the panoramic windscreen with a stunning view of the outside  
and a dashboard with optimum noise reduction.

An unbeatable extra benefit is the standard XXL pull-down bed with 
a 195 x 150 cm sleeping area, wooden slatted frame and high-quality 
cold foam mattress. During the day it disappears almost invisibly  
under the roof of the driver’s cab.

The innovative furniture design with flowing lines in a two-tone  
design is light, provides plenty of storage space and still doesn’t  
limit headroom in any way. Cables run in practical installation  
channels - tidy and protected. Sockets can easily be retrofitted.

ADVANTAGE I Plus factors
+  Circumferential windscreen with unique Panorama view
+  Perfect and low noise cab dash
+  Additional air ducts in cab dash quickly ensure a clear view
+  Large engine bay opening for easy access to the engine
+  Maxi pull-down bed with much headroom, cold foam mattress 

and a lying area of 195 x 150 cm
+ Power-saving and long-lasting LED illumination for the interior 
+  Anti-glare, freely adjustable click-in spotlights
+  Comfortable Aguti Pilote seats with integrated seat belts
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 ` T 7051 EB / Noce Solista / CHEVRON   The bright living area with modern furniture is bathed in a warm light in the evening.  
The indirect lighting is optionally available. Power-saving LED lighting technology comes as standard.



ADVANTAGE
Dethleffs Added Value

Cooking is even more fun
The ADVANTAGE offers more - even when it comes to cooking!  
The newly developed Gourmet kitchen centre makes the maximum 
use of the available space. That’s why the cooker cover is divided 
into two parts. Whether you need one, two or three hobs - you just 
cover as many as you actually need, the others then function as a 
work or storage area. And that can even be easily extended with  
a handy folding mechanism.

Dishes, food and all that you could need on a journey, all this is kept 
in telescopic drawers with a Soft Close mechanism. This allows you 
to have easy access to the supplies. The layout T 7051 even comes 
with a pull-out pantry.

A special highlight is certainly the fridge! In all ADVANTAGE models,  
a narrow 142 litre fridge is installed. It takes up less space than a 
wider fridge and still offers a fantastic storage capacity. The pull-out 
drinks compartment below is brilliant: even 1.5 litre bottles fit standing  
up! And with the integrated freezer you can even enjoy delicious 
Italian gelati at home.

 ` The raised back panel clad in kitchen laminate has a very elegant appearance

 ` 142 l fridge with 15 l freezer compartment  ` Drawers with Soft Close function

 ` Enlarged working surface
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 ` The ambient indirect lighting is optionally 
available.

 ` Washroom and shower can be combined to make a big bathroom which can be separated from 
the bedroom by a blind. The shower can also be used for hanging up wet clothes (7051 EB and 
DBM)

 ` Easy-access: wardrobes under the single beds 
(option: high-level bed)

 ` Single beds with height-adjustable heading 
section

 ` Bathroom door with massive door handle  
(7051 EB and DBM)

 ` Safe: step with night illumination

 ` Safe: seats with 3-point inertia seat and 
height-adjustable head rests

 ` Anti-glare, freely adjustable click-in spotlights  
for optimum room illumination

 ` Perfect power supply with five 230 V or USB 
sockets at least



 ` Standard with flyscreen door and electrical step

 ` Integrated channels direct rain water to the 
windscreen and rear

 ` Large opening skylight in T-hood (option)

 ` The standard cab blinds darken and insulate at 
the same time (A Class)

 ` Fast windscreen defrosting via additional warm air duct of the heating in the dashboard

 ` Comfortable Pilote seats with height/ inclination 
adjustment and upholstered arm rests

 ` XL living room door (70 cm) – when desired 
with a large window

Dethleffs Added Value
Advantages of the ADVANTAGE models



233 cm

276 cm
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 ` Fiat broad gauge low frame chassis for safe 
driving 

 ` Well-protected from hail: robust GRP roof

 ` Comfortable: gas bottle locker with pull-out 
function for easy change of gas bottles

 ` Large rear garages! Single bed layouts 
available in three variants

 ` Safe on the road with standard ESP and important 
driving assistance systems (see page 118)

 ` Fewer fuel stops thanks to the 90 litre fuel tank

Total length from 637 to 740 cm

 ` The plastic body parts elegantly continue the design 
of the vehicle without making the sides bulge out



Design & Equipment – You have the choice
The standard design in the ADVANTAGE T & I  
is the wood décor in chic Noce Solista with  
two-tone design for overhead locker doors and 
complimentary fabrics BAKU and CHEVRON.

ADVANTAGE
Standard soft furnishings

 ` Noce Solista

 ` CHEVRON ` BAKU
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Design variants Low Profile & Coachbuilt

The images of the vehicles are intended to give you an overview of the colour combinations 
available. Variations in colour and design are possible.
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White-Titansilver Metallic
Code: 5338

White
Standard

White-Titansilver Metallic
Code: 5338

White
Standard

Titansilver Metallic
Code: 1665

Titansilver Metallic
Code: 1665

White
Standard

White
Standard



Start the summer season with élan.
This is reflected in its agile and safe handling thanks to the 
AL-KO wide-track low-frame chassis as standard. A winning 
combination - Autobild Reisemobile thought so too in its 
1/2014 issue and elected the Globe4 as no. 1 in the overall 
ranking, “Good weight distribution, low body roll, best driving 
dynamics compared to the others, together with a bright and 
friendly design and practical features!”

Clever living ideas
Exceptional design on board: Furniture with gentle curves 
and elegant lines and smart bathroom ideas is waiting for 
you.

In addition, the GLOBE4 spoils its passengers with a  
pull-down bed above the seating area as standard. When 
needed the bed is perfect for two - simple, space-saving  
and ready at the drop of a hat.

GLOBE4
Low Profile with pull-down bed

The GLOBE4 Plus factors
 + AL-KO low-frame chassis for excellent driving 
characteristics

 + Large, opening Panorama skylight in T-hood
 + Pull-down bed with a 195 x 140/100 cm lying area
 + 205 cm internal height (190 cm under the pull- 
down bed)

 + Power-saving LED illumination for the interior
 + Convex entrance door with flyscreen door 
 + Electrical entrance step

*ESP for the layout T 7151-4 is only available in conj. with optional Maxi chassis
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 ` Low Profile Whether for holiday or active weekends, the Globe4 is the ideal base for your leisure activities



T 6911-4 DB

What a choice!
Take time to customize your individual GLOBE4, there is lots to 
discover! After all, there are 5 exterior designs to choose from.  

And in the living area there is everything you could wish for. In 
terms of sleeping comfort, every conceivable sleeping arrangement 
can be found in the in the GLOBE4 - from a single bed to a King-Size 
bed. The special attraction is the pull-down bed as standard.

GLOBE4
Low Profile with pull-down bed

 ` Gourmet kitchen centre 

 ` Shoe cabinet and practical shelves at the entrance
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 ` T 6911-4 DB / Donau Acacia / BAKU Spacious – seating area under the pull-down bed (shown with optional, panoramic side window)



T 6801-4

Sleeping comfort in no time at all
The special attraction of the GLOBE4 is the pull-down bed as 
standard. The large lying area furnished with a comfortable foam 
mattress can be lowered in seconds. Thanks to the clever new 
design, going in and out of the living room door is easy even when 
the bed is pulled down.
During the day it disappears so compactly beneath the roof that 
even tall people can stand up underneath (standing height: 190 cm).

A completely new feature is the French bed in the T6801-4. It offers 
easy access from three sides. You can get up at night without 
waking anybody up. And there is still lots of room next to it for a 
variable bathroom with plenty of space and freedom of movement.

Care for a shower? Simply swing the rear wall round to create a 
spacious, splash-proof shower cubicle.

There is even a practical laundry bin hidden in the cupboard next to 
the bed as well (for T 6801-4).

GLOBE4
Low Profile with pull-down bed

 ` Original bed with access from three sides

 ` The comfortable pull-down bed is standard 
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 ` T 6801-4 / Donau Acacia/ ESPERANZA  The window in the T-hood makes the living area bright and airy (option)



205 cm

 ` Power-saving LED illumination

 ` Comfortable Pilote seats with height/ inclination 
adjustment and upholstered arm rest

 ` Alde warm water heating optionally available

 ` Clever shoe cabinet with lots of shelves at the 
entrance

 ` Practical dirty laundry bin next to the bed 
(T 6801-4)

 ` Tec Tower 190 l incl. 35 l freezer compartment 
(option)

 ` Well equipped: additional 230 V sockets in 
seating area

 ` Stable, high-quality metal latches on the 
overhead locker doors

 ` Interior standing height 205 cm –  
even for tall people

Dethleffs Added Value
Advantages of the GLOBE4 models



233 cm

285 cm
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 ` AL-KO chassis for dynamic driving 
characteristics

 ` Plenty of light and air: window in the T-hood 
as standard

 ` Power-saving LED awning light

 ` Well-protected from hail: robust GRP roof

 ` Repair-friendly: multi-part rear with long-
lasting LED rear lights

 ` Less fuel stops thanks to the large fuel tank

Total length from 723 to 768 cm

 ` Safe on the road with the standard ESP and  
other important driving assistance systems  
(depending on model – see page 118)

 ` Convex entrance door with flyscreen and 
electrical entrance step



Design & Equipment – You have the choice
The standard design in the GLOBE4 is the light 
wood decor Donau Acacia for furniture and the 
complimentary fabrics BAKU and ESPERANZA.

GLOBE4
Standard soft furnishings

 ` Donau Acacia

 ` BAKU  ` ESPERANZA
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Design variants Low Profile

White
Standard

White/Titansilver Metallic
Code 5338

Imperialblue/White
Code 5426

Imperialblue/Titansilver Metallic
Code 6205

Dolphingrey/Titansilver Metallic
Code 6206
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The images of the vehicles are intended to give you an overview of the colour combinations 
available. Variations in colour and design are possible.



Enchantingly different!
This year’s new model has a sensational, new look: the 
exclusive MAGIC EDITION models will enchant you with 
their fascinating and extravagant look which emphasizes 
the exceptional design and features. And there is a bonus 
when it comes to payload. And the extra cargo that can be 
carried, because current models can be made up to 140 kg* 
lighter thanks to modern lightweight construction.

It’s magic!
You have the choice between the “BLACK” and “WHITE” 
models with different styles and packages. MAGIC EDITION 
also means luxurious equipment at a reasonable price!
With the MAGIC EDITION equipment package you can have 
everything on board that makes your holiday comfortable 
and stylish: from the powerful engine, to aluminium 
wheels, roof rails, window frames, to real leather, anything 
is possible.

*Compared to the previous models from the model year 2013

MAGIC EDITION
Low Profile and A Class

 ` Low Profile ` A Class  ` Low Profile ` A Class

The MAGIC EDITION Plus factors
 + Extravagant design 
 + Extensive equipment packages which even save 
money

 + Dethleffs lightweight construction concept for more 
payload

 + Perfect driving experience provided by the original 
low platform by Fiat or AL-KO (for 7151-4 layouts)

 + Low vehicle height (from 272 cm)
 + Interior height of minimum 198 cm
 + Swivelling bathrooms for optimum use of space
 + Large fridge/freezer combination with 190 l incl.  
35 l freezer compartment

 + Convex entrance door with flyscreen and electrical 
entrance step

**ESP for the layout T7151-4 is only available in conj. with the optional Maxi chassis

****
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 ` Low Profile Powerful and elegant! With its extravagant design, the MAGIC EDITION BLACK is an extremely stylish companion
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T 1 EB

Dreamlike dynamics
With a low overall height and sporty styling, the MAGIC EDITION 
Low Profile appears particularly dynamic.

The interior has an extravagant and spacious design and is full of 
surprises, with sweeping lines, a warm walnut finish and clever 
details.

The large seating area with a lengthwise bench seat is comfortable 
even for 5 people, and can be converted to an extra bed quite easily.

Want to create something special for dinner? Then try out the 
smart Gourmet kitchen centre with spacious drawers and variable 
hob cover for an increased work surface. Always on board, the 
raised fridge-freezer with separate freezer compartment and a total 
volume of 190 l. Room for any amount – even for a big holiday.

Also provided as standard: the tried and tested Dethleffs SleepWell 
system and our Gourmet kitchen centre. More information can be 
found on pages 112/113 and page 114 onwards.

MAGIC EDITION
Low Profile

 ` Elegant and practical: the sweeping kitchen front
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 ` T 1 EB / WHITE  The table can be extended quite easily



T 7151-4 ` Modern and yet invitingly cosy - the real leather „Zamora“ for 
MAGIC EDITION BLACK

 ` Comfortable bed for two - ready to use in a blink of an eye

Space for four
You mostly travel as a couple but, also appreciate the flexibility  
of having an additional sleeping berth which is quickly available?  
Then you will be impressed by the new Low Profile models with  
a pull-down bed!

These new models are available with a King-Size bed or single beds. 
The smartly integrated pull-down bed comes as standard and offers 
two additional sleeping berths. The fixed beds are equipped with 
our SleepWell system including high-quality bed frames and  
comfortable cold foam mattresses.
During the day the pull-down bed can’t be seen at all as it is perfectly 
integrated into the cab ceiling and in the evening it can be pulled 
down in seconds. 

Convivial evening or a chic dinner for four? The spacious seating 
lounge with a longitudinal bench offers much space and can be  
enlarged by using additional cushions.

Excellent and safe driving characteristics with reduced side  
inclination - thanks to the AL-KO broad gauge chassis.

MAGIC EDITION T-4
Low Profile with pull-down bed
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 ` T 7151-4 MAGIC EDITION WHITE  Living comfort with noble textiles and impressive illumination
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I 1 DBM ` Visitors welcome! Seating area for 5 people

 ` Sleep like in a fairytale in the spacious pull-down bed

Put a smile on your lips
Sometimes the journey is the reward – especially with the MAGIC 
EDITION A Class models. It all starts with the driving experience: 
comfortable Pilote seats with integrated seatbelts, high-quality 
cab dash, and the perfect all-around view through the Panoramic 
windscreen – you will enjoy every mile.

The driver’s cab is not only elegantly and practically designed, it also 
shields the rest of the vehicle from engine noise. A pull-down bed is 
discretely integrated into the cab ceiling as standard. Its aluminium 
construction makes it particularly light, so it has a favourable impact 
on the handling and the payload.

During the day it can’t be seen at all, in the evening it can be pulled 
down in seconds. And so low that you can go to bed without any 
acrobatic contortions. A 200 x 150 cm high-quality foam mattress 
and ergonomic bed frame guarantee sweet dreams.

It’s magic!

MAGIC EDITION
A Class
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 ` I 1 DBM/ BLACK Here you can feel at home – modern and yet invitingly cosy



This is the stuff that makes (travel) dreams come true
Never tested a Dethleffs bed? Well, you ought to!

The SleepWell system in the MAGIC EDITION models turns every 
camping holiday into a dream. Perfectly matching mattresses and 
bed frames guarantee perfect sleeping comfort. Learn more on 
pages 112 – 113.

You don’t know which arrangement of beds to choose from – just 
sleep on it. The most popular bedroom variants are available in 
the MAGIC EDITION as independent models. We hope you have a 
refreshing night’s sleep.

MAGIC EDITION
Bed-time stories

 ` Comfortable single beds with handy neck cushions ensure a pleasant read on 
the journey
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Single beds 
The spacious single beds in the MAGIC EDITION can easily be
converted to a huge double bed, either way you’re assured a good
night sleep.

King-Size double bed 
The majestic King-Size bed combines the advantages of both single 
beds and the double bed; being accessible from three sides you’re 
unlikely to disturb your sleeping partner.
 
Pull-down bed A Class model (no illustration)
The pull-down bed of the A Class models (width: 150cm) is  
well-integrated into the cab. Advantage: When the bed is pulled 
down you still can use the seating lounge. The new aluminium 
construction makes it especially lightweight and 10 cm wider.

Pull-down bed Low Profile T-4 (no illustration)
The T-4 models come with a pull-down bed as standard (width up 
to 140cm) over the seating lounge. Very practical: When the bed is 
pulled down you still can easily use the living door.

MAGIC EDITION
You made your bed …

 ` King-Size bed: comfortable access from three sides



Dethleffs Added Value
Advantages of MAGIC EDITION models

 ` Overhead lockers with integrated installation 
duct and direct and indirect lighting

 ` Variable bathroom with a lot of room, sliding 
door and rotating door (depending on layout)

 ` Protection against cooking smells: extractor 
fan (T 7151-4: recirculated extractor fan) 

 ` Lightweight aluminium pull-down bed with 
150 cm wide lying area (A Class)

 ` Illuminated steps mean more safety  
and a pleasant lighting atmosphere

 ` Large 190 l fridge/ freezer combination  
(thereof 35 l freezer compartment)

 ` Healthy indoor climate thanks to the “AirPlus” 
overhead locker ventilation

 ` 230 volt sockets and adjustable lashing lugs in 
the rear garage

 ` Practical and well hidden: the dirty laundry bin 
in the cupboard next to the bed (DBM layouts)



T/I 272 cm
T-4 285 cm

233 cm
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Total length from 731 to 768 cm

 ` A Class: daytime running lights recessed into 
the headlight

 ` Well-protected from hail: robust GRP roof

 ` A real eye-catcher: black window frames  
(BLACK only)

 ` Multi-piece, easy-repair rear end with power 
saving LED bar lights

 ` Fiat low platform for excellent driving  ` Keeps pests away: practical fly screen blinds

 ` Safe on the road with the standard ESP and  
other important driving assistance systems  
(depending on model – see page 118)



WHITE Low Profile

WHITE Low Profile T-4

WHITE A Class

Package highlights –  
Standard equipment WHITE

 + Chassis package (automated air conditioning, 
cruise control, passenger airbag, driver airbag)

 + Lively 130 BHP Multijet engine
 + Alloy wheels
 + Large rear garage with drop chassis extension
 + Skylight (T/T-4)
 + Luxury on-board panel

… and much more

 ` Noce Padano  ` FORTESSA

MAGIC EDITION
WHITE
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BLACK Low Profile T-4

BLACK A Class
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Package highlights –  
Standard equipment BLACK

 + Chassis package (automated air conditioning, 
cruise control, passenger airbag, driver airbag)

 + High-level rear moulding incl. roof rails
 + Real leather ZAMORA
 + Pull-down bed (I/T-4)
 + Skylight (T/T-4)
 + Carpets
 + Extractor fan

… and much more

 ` Noce Padano  ` ZAMORA (real leather)

MAGIC EDITION
BLACK



ESPRIT
A Class
page 78

ESPRIT COMFORT 
A Class
page 88

ESPRIT COMFORT 
Coachbuilt
page 88

ESPRIT 
Low Profile
page 78

ESPRIT COMFORT 
Low Profile
page 88

Esprit Class
ESPRIT •  ESPRIT COMFORT

Safe and comfortable travelling - every season
The name Esprit stands for exclusive and elegant motorhomes 
with trend-setting innovations. But even logically-minded 
people will be impressed by the ESPRIT, especially because 
of its intrinsic values: e.g. Dethleffs Lifetime Plus technology - 
the rot-proof body construction without wood inserts  
guarantees the best possible durability. 
The standard AL-KO wide-track chassis is a joy to drive,  
and is also an important safety factor in combination with 
the new ESP and other driving assistance systems.

Winter fans will opt for the Esprit Comfort models, because 
their modern double floor construction makes them abso-
lutely suitable for winter. 
And even the Esprit models without a double floor can  
be upgraded with the optional Winter Comfort package.

The highlights of the Esprit Class

Dethleffs Lifetime Plus:  
Rot-proof body construction without  
wood inserts with high quality XPS 
insulation

Safe driving thanks to ESP, 
broad gauge chassis and other 
important driving assistance 
systems

Light-weight: 4 passengers’  
registration at least and  
enough payload at 3.5 tonnes  
(depending on model)

SleepWell fixed beds with  
comfortable cold foam  
mattresses and high-quality 
slatted frames

Healthy climate thanks to  
AirPlus furniture construction

 

Gourmet Kitchen Centre: More 
comfort and working surface 
thanks to the variable cooker 
cover and large drawer  
compartments

*ESP for 7150 and 7150-2 layouts is only available in conj. with optional Maxi chassis
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ESPRIT Plus factors 
 + No steps up from the cab to the living area
 + Drop chassis extension for a large rear garage
 + Convex door with flyscreen
 + Electrical entrance step
 + Multi-part and repair-friendly rear with long-lasting 
LED rear lights

Option:
 + Winter Comfort packages are available  
(see page 110)

 ` Low Profile  ` Low Profile ` A Class

ESPRIT
Low Profile and A Class

Travelling with Esprit!
The ESPRIT models are the ideal travel companions, 
bringing you safely to your destination: the AL-KO broad 
gauge chassis is fitted as standard and provides more 
contact with the road surface. Also, the low vehicle height 
of only 287 cm and the resulting low centre of gravity 
contributes to supreme handling even on winding country 
roads or poor road conditions. And with the environmetally 
friendly, high-torque Euro5+ engines you are always in for a 
lively drive.

As with all Dethleffs motorhomes, safety is standard - with 
ESP and other driver assistance systems such as the new 
Hill Descent Control, which maintains a speed of max. 30 
km/h all by itself when driving downhill  – without applying 
the brakes. Instead you can concentrate fully on steering.

*

*ESP for 7150 layouts is only available in conj. with optional Maxi chassis
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 ` A Class  Enjoy the freedom! With the new Esprit A Class you will be impressed.



T 7150 EB ` Roller doors offer flexible use of space in the bathroom and bedroom

 ` Everything close at hand: wardrobes next to the bathroom

ESPRIT T Plus factors 
 + AL-KO broad gauge chassis for confident driving
 + Sophisticated lighting concept with LED lights  
in the plinth, awning light and wardrobe lighting

 + No steps up from the cab to the living area
 + Opening window in cab hood is standard

ESPRIT
Low Profile

Life in the ESPRIT models is as just relaxed as the drive. In the 
evening, the recessed spotlights in the plinth bathe the living  
room with a warm and pleasant light.

All ESPRIT models also offer generous bathroom layouts. You will 
find plenty of space and privacy in the expansive bathrooms: Close 
the door to the living room, and the bedroom is transformed into 
your very own private dressing room.

The only thing you have to choose yourself is what to wear in the 
evening – thanks to the LED lighting in the wardrobe, you are sure 
to find something suitable!
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I 7010

The best views
Travelling in the ESPRIT A Class is a visual experience, thanks to the 
large panoramic windscreen. This doesn’t just make it stylish, but 
also opens up a great all-round view of the outside. In this way, both 
mirrors and even the area in front of the vehicle are always in view 
of the driver – a real gain in safety!

Need an additional double bed? Simply use your Esprit with a 
practical XXL pull-down bed. We are talking here about a fully 
fledged bed with a 200 x 150 cm lying area, bed frame, cold foam 
mattress, plenty of headroom and sweet dreams.

At least we have done everything we can!

ESPRIT
A Class

ESPRIT I Plus factors 
 + Circumferential windscreen with unique Panorama 
view

 + Large engine bay opening for easy access  
to the engine bay

 + Two-piece front with replaceable bumper
 + Comfortable Maxi pull-down bed (200 x 150 cm)  
with cold foam mattress and wooden slatted frame

 + Cab blinds for darkening and insulation

 ` Standard pull-down bed with cold foam mattress and slatted frame

 ` Real cooking pleasure in the Gourmet Kitchen Centre
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 ` I 7010 / Cypress Villa / CONCERTO The panoramic side window (option) bathes the furniture in bright light. An L-shaped seating lounge comes as standard.
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 ` Adjustable click spotlights

 ` Adjustable heading section for single beds

 ` Large transparent skylight for good air 
circulation

 ` Dashboard with internal air duct for fast 
windscreen defrosting

 ` Spacious bathrooms with lots of storage 
shelves

 ` Practical: 230 volt socket and adjustable 
lashing lugs in the rear garage

 ` Multiflex floor (option)

 ` The overhead locker ventilation “AirPlus” 
ensures a healthy indoor climate (see page 111)

 ` Perfect sleeping comfort thanks to SleepWell system 
with high-quality mattresses and slatted frames

 ` Warm water floor heating optionally available

Dethleffs Added Value
Advantages of the ESPRIT models
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Total length from 735 to 758 cm

 ` Aerodynamic: Cab hood with large window (T)

 ` Repair-friendly: The multi-part rear with power 
saving LED rear lights

 ` Perfect driving experience because of the broad 
gauge chassis

 ` Coupé entrance: Standard with flyscreen door 
and electrical step

 ` Voluminous: Rear garage (option)

 ` Stay safe with the standard ESP and other 
important driving assistance systems 
(depending on model – see page 118)

 ` Service-friendly: Large engine bay opening (I)



Design & Equipment - You have the choice
The standard interior style for the ESPRIT is the wood decor  
Cypress Villa and complimentary soft furnishing designs  
CONCERTO and SOLANA.

ESPRIT
Design variants A Class

 ` Cypress Villa

 ` CONCERTO  ` SOLANA

Laguna Blue
Code 498

White
Standard

Cacao Grey
Code 1669

Titansilver Metallic
Code 1665

ESPRIT 
Standard soft furnishing variants
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ESPRIT
Design variants Low Profile

Dolphingrey/ Titansilver Metallic
Code 6206

The images of vehicles on this page are only intended to provide an indicative impression of colour combinations available, 
and do not fully correspond to the real vehicle design. Variations in colour and sticker details are possible.

White/ Titansilver Metallic
Code 5338

White
Standard

Imperialblue/ White
Code 5426

White/ Cacao Grey
Code 5334

White/ Laguna Blue
Code 5337

Imperialblue/ Titansilver Metal-
lic
Code 6205
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The winter expert!
Winter is your favourite travelling time? The 20 cm high 
double floor in the ESPRIT COMFORT Low Profile and A Class 
give you perfect protection against icy temperatures.
Water pipes, waste water tank and other installations are 
located in this heated and frost-protected floor.

A positive side effect: Warm feelings inside even with  
a wintery temperature and ample of storage space.

Thanks to the AL-KO wide-track low-platform chassis, the 
T & I models have a sleek design and a low overall height 
despite the winterized double floor.

The ESPRIT COMFORT Coachbuilt motorhomes emphasize 
spacious living and ample storage. Therefore, instead of 
a functional floor they have a 40 cm high, heated double 
floor space with a gigantic capacity.

ESPRIT COMFORT
Low Profile, A Class and Coachbuilt

 ` A Class  ` Low Profile ` Coachbuilt

Winter fans decide in favour of the 
ALDE warm water heating.

ESPRIT COMFORT Plus factors 
 + Powerful Common Rail Diesel engine with 130 BHP 
and 2.3l

 + Optimum winter suitability provided by modern 
lightweight double floor construction

 + Standard drop chassis extension for high large 
garages and garage doors (depending on model)

 + Convex door with flyscreen 
 + No steps up from the cab to the living area
 + Electrical entrance step
 + Multi-part and repair-friendly rear with long-lasting 
LED rear lights

*

*ESP for 7150-2 layouts is only available in conj. with optional Maxi chassis
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 ` Low Profile Extraordinary experiences are part of the program – the new ESPRIT COMFORT Low Profile
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T 7150-2

 ` Additional storage space under the King-Size bed that is very useful

 ` An LED strip under the worktop illuminates the drawers

Living comfort with feel-good factor
This is one of the coolest members of the motorhome scene and 
offers first-class living comfort. Smart lighting elements in the plinth, 
kitchen and overhead lockers provide a very cosy atmosphere.

The seating area with L-shaped leg and free standing table is 
spacious and comfortable. And the large, adjustable panoramic 
window allows plenty of light into the cab.

The Gourmet Kitchen Centre with roller-mounted drawers offers 
plenty of storage space for all ambitious amateur chefs! With the 
ingenious pull-out pantry you have all the ingredients for a perfect 
dinner in immediate view. And all your spices are within easy reach 
in the elegant shelf with chrome rail. Bon appetit!

ESPRIT COMFORT
Low Profile

ESPRIT COMFORT T Plus factors 
 + Ambient lighting concept
 + Large, opening panorama skylight in cab
 + Dynamic design with only 287 cm overall height, 
despite the functional double floor suitable for 
winter

 + Digital Truma control panel with large display and 
useful functions
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 ` T 7150-2 / Noble Acacia (option) / MONDIAL   Noble plinth for skylights (plinth illumination is an option)



I 7090-2

 ` Maxi pull-down bed with comfortable mattress and much headroom (standard)

 ` The variable folding systems of the Gourmet Kitchen Centre provide plenty of 
shelf space 

A pioneering design concept, bursting with professional 
functionality! For you, this simply means pleasurable touring 
without any compromises.

For example, you already have the perfect all-round view through 
the panoramic windscreen during the journey. On top of that, 
the optional panoramic window in the seating area offers you a 
particularly beautiful view outside.

Uncompromising is the comfort of the standard pull-down bed.  
An intelligent aluminium pivoting design allows a bed width of  
150 cm – with really spacious headroom.

Especially comfortable in winter: the Truma heating with timer 
which comes as standard. So after the winter trip, you can look 
forward to a cosy warm home and a pre-heated shower. If you’re 
really in a hurry, there is even a “Boost” function for the hot water 
supply!

ESPRIT COMFORT
A Class

ESPRIT COMFORT I Plus factors 
 + Circumferential windscreen with unique Panorama 
view

 + Standard Maxi pull-down bed with 150 cm of width 
(when desired, can be upgraded with electrical 
operation)

 + Easy servicing thanks to the large engine bay 
opening and two-piece front

 + Cab blinds for darkening and insulation
 + Digital Truma operation with large display and useful 
additional functions
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 ` I 7090-2 / Noce Padano / ARUBA  The L-shaped seating lounge is perfect for relaxation.



The selected fabrics combine elegance, tradition and luxury.  
The latter is particularly illustrated by matt and gloss effects,  
as well as subtle structures inspired by nature.

All the Esprit Comfort models offer a choice of two wood finishes 
plus two matching soft furnishing designs. All have their own charm 
and are precisely co-ordinated with the interior of the vehicle.

MONDIAL: 
Discrete in grey and black, yet sophisticated: The 3-D effect of the 
checked material in the upholstered backrest and the different 
fabric structures result in a simple elegance.

LANACA: 
Soft velvety fabrics with a pleasant feel are combined in this soft 
furnishing design with subdued natural colours.

ARUBA: 
Elegance and understatement characterize the soft furnishing 
design Aruba, which consists of various structural fabrics and classy 
colour combinations.

Do you prefer the elegant wood finish Noble Acacia with cream-
coloured contrasting areas? Or do you rather prefer the warm Noce 
Padano in a light walnut look?

Possible combinations can be found in the overview on page 98.

ESPRIT COMFORT
Dazzling debut!

 ` MONDIAL

 ` LANACA
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 ` I 7150-2 / Noble Acacia / BENIDORM First-class flair of well-being

Dethleffs genuine leather – a natural product of the highest 
quality
For the use in our exclusive Dethleffs motorhomes we have 
selected a particularly fine, breathable leather which meets the 
highest automotive standards. In extensive testing it is checked 
regularly for the best values regarding light fastness and rubbing.

It is processed using traditional quality craftsmanship with sturdy 
stitching, modern manufacture and partial padding that ensure 
extremely comfortable sitting.

And the best part is, despite the cuddly feel it is very durable and 
will delight you for many years with the unique ambience of an 
exclusive natural product.

BENIDORM: 
This real leather soft furnishing in light beige leather is a first class 
natural product and represents real flair of well-being. With the 
elaborately quilted back in cushion look it catches the eye. 

ESPRIT COMFORT
Real leather upholstery
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 ` Digital Truma Control panel (see page 116)

 ` Large transparent skylight for good air 
circulation

 ` LED illumination for wardrobe

 ` Power saving and bright: LED awning light

 ` The heating duct in the dashboard provides 
rapid windscreen defrosting 

 ` Perfect sleeping comfort thanks to SleepWell system 
with high-quality mattresses and slatted frames

 ` Spacious bathroom arrangements (depending 
on model)

 ` The overhead locker ventilation “AirPlus”  
ensures a healthy indoor climate (see page 111)

Dethleffs Added Value
Advantages of the ESPRIT COMFORT models

 ` Single beds with height-adjustable heading 
section

 ` Handy floor compartment for more storage 
space (similar illustration)

 ` Adjustable click spotlights
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Total length from 735 to 758 cm

 ` Dethleffs Lifetime Plus The wood-free 
underfloor is covered on both sides with GRP

 ` Protected against frost: 20 cm high functional 
double floor

 ` Opening window in cab hood ` Service-friendly: Large engine bay opening (I)

 ` Active driving: AL-KO low-level platform is 
standard

 ` Huge rear garages: Ideal for bulky holiday 
luggage and sports equipment

 ` Coupé entrance: Standard with flyscreen door 
and electrical step

 ` Repair-friendly: The multi-part rear with power 
saving LED rear lights

ESP for 7150-2 layouts is only available  
in conj. with optional Maxi chassis



ESPRIT COMFORT
Standard soft furnishing variants

Design & Equipment – You have the choice
The standard furniture for the ESPRIT COMFORT 
is the wood décor Noce Padano with cream-
coloured contract surfaces. Alternative décor 
is Noble Acacia wood. For both wood variants 
there are complementary soft furnishing 
designs for selection.

 ` ARUBA (standard with Noce Padano)

 ` LANACA (standard with Noble Acacia)

 ` MONDIAL (standard with Noce Padano)

 ` Real leather BENIDORM (option)

 ` MONDIAL (standard with Noble Acacia)

 ` Noce Padano

 ` Noble Acacia (option)

 ` NAMIB (option)
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ESPRIT COMFORT
Design variants Low Profile & A Class

White
Standard

Dolphingrey/ Titansilver Metallic
Code 6206
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Imperialblue/ Titansilver Metallic
Code 6205

Laguna Blue
Code 498

White
Standard

Cacao Grey
Code 1669

Titansilver Metallic
Code 1665

White/Titansilver Metallic
Code 5338

The images of vehicles on this page are only intended to provide an indicative impression of colour combinations available, 
and do not fully correspond to the real vehicle design. Variations in colour and sticker details are possible.

Imperialblue/White
Code 5426

White/Cacao Grey
Code 5334

White/Laguna Blue
Code 5337



A 7870-2

A real space miracle!
The ESPRIT COMFORT Coachbuilt models can be described with 
five words: space, space and more space! The heated double floor 
offers not only this space but is responsible for protecting the 
water installations. With its 40cm double floor height it is a storage 
wonder and can carry everything for your holiday needs – that is very 
important for winter holidays! Even bottle cases can be stored here. 
As well as the water tanks, the wheel arches are within the double 
floor giving the living area much more space, more comfortable 
bathrooms, and much more elbow room.

The cab is used as an air lock and keeps icy temperatures at bay.  
The same also applies to summer heat.

The overcab area is another useful storage compartment during the 
day and at night it provides a sleeping berth for two. Depending on 
model a double bed or two single beds are available.
For an optimal winter suitability we recommend the installation of 
the ALDE warm water heating.

ESPRIT COMFORT
Coachbuilt

 ` Comfortable double bed with 210 x 150cm bed size

 ` The large drawers and the pull-out pantry can hold any amount of supplies

ESPRIT COMFORT Coachbuilt Plus factors
 + Heated double floor with 40cm storage space
 + Drawers with “Soft Close” function. Self-closing 
mechanism for gentle and quite closing
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 ` A 7870-2 / Noce Padano / NAMIB (option)  Space for a really big group! The passage to the driver ‘s cab can be closed if required with additional cushions



A 6820-2

The U-shaped lounge can be equipped 
with two additional seats with 3-point 

inertia safety belts for 4 homologated seats.

 ` Overcab with two comfortable single beds

 ` Spacious seating arrangement

 ` Large steps  ` Extendable wardrobe

ESPRIT COMFORT A 6820-2 – developed for holiday  
for two
Single beds in the area over the cab? Unusual, but 
brilliant! This model corresponds to the popular ALPA  
floor plan, a motorhome for couples travelling alone.

All those of you who prefer the single beds’ layouts and still want 
to use the advantages of a Coachbuilt motorhome should have  
a look into the ESPRIT COMFORT A 6820-2.

The beds in the area over the cab can be reached comfortably and 
safely via broad steps.

There is an incredible amount of space for a holiday for two! For 
example, in the large U-shaped lounge at the rear, where not only 
a couple but also a large group can sit very comfortably. The huge 
Gourmet Kitchen Centre dazzles with a great deal of work space 
and storage space.

In the front area there is also room for a large bathroom with 
integrated dressing area. Hardly any other motorhome offers  
as much living space as this.

ESPRIT COMFORT
Coachbuilt
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 ` A 6820-2 / Noble Acacia (option) / MONDIAL The huge Gourmet Kitchen Centre offers so much work space that you can even have fun cooking together



 ` Large bathrooms offer lots of space and 
freedom of movement

 ` Large transparent skylight for good air 
circulation 

 ` LED wardrobe illumination

 ` Soft Close function: guarantees quiet and 
gentle closing of the roller-mounted drawers

 ` Ambient lighting with many different light 
sources

 ` Plenty of storage space in the 40 cm high floor 
compartment

 ` Healthy indoor climate thanks to the overhead 
locker ventilation “AirPlus”

Dethleffs Added Value
Advantages of the ESPRIT COMFORT Coachbuilt models

 ` Perfect sleeping comfort thanks to SleepWell system 
with high-quality mattresses and slatted frames

 ` Digital Truma control panel  ` Fold-away Overcab bed for comfortable access 
to the cab
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Total length from 733 to 858 cm

 ` Dethleffs Lifetime Plus: The wood-free 
underfloor is covered on both sides with GRP

 ` Adjustable window in overcab provides light 
and air circulation

 ` Huge rear garage for transporting bulky 
holiday luggage etc.

 ` Perfect driving experience thanks to AL-KO 
broad gauge chassis

 ` Frost-protected: 40 cm high, heated double 
floor with lots of storage space

 ` Repair-friendly: The multi-part rear with 
power saving LED rear lights

 ` Coupé entrance: Standard with flyscreen door 
and electrical step



ESPRIT COMFORT Coachbuilt
Standard soft furnishing variants

Design & Equipment – You have the choice
The standard furniture of the ESPRIT COMFORT 
is the wood décor Noce Padano with cream-
coloured contrast surfaces. The alternative 
wood décor is Noble Acacia. For both wood 
décors there are complementary soft furnishing 
designs for selection.

 ` ARUBA (standard with Noce Padano)

 ` LANACA (standard with Noble Acacia)

 ` MONDIAL (standard with Noce Padano)

 ` MONDIAL (standard with Noble Acacia)

 ` Noce Padano

 ` Noble Acacia (option)
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ESPRIT COMFORT
Design variants Coachbuilt

Imperialblue/White
Code 5426

White
Standard

Imperialblue/Titansilver Metallic
Code 5706

White/Titansilver Metallic
Code 5708
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The real leather BENIDORM is a natural product 
of the highest quality. It is a particularly fine, 
breathable leather that conforms to the highest 
automotive standards. This means that despite 
its soft feel it is very durable.

 ` Real leather BENIDORM (option)

 ` NAMIB (option)



For 83 years we have been building recreational vehicles. When it 
comes to design and technical refinements, the Dethleffs design 
engineers lead the field. It is no coincidence that we were one of 
the first manufacturers to give a 6-year watertightness guarantee 
on the quality of its body construction.

For the model year 2015, we are now taking the next step and are 
introducing the Dethleffs Lifetime Plus technology to all models  
of the Advantage, Esprit and Premium class. This new design com-
bines an absolutely rot-proof and thus durable wall construction 
with the latest findings to provide a healthy interior climate:

+  Walls, roof and floor are constructed entirely without cold spots 
or wood inserts. Instead, rigid polyurethane struts ensure a high 
torsional stiffness.

+  Strong GRP panels (glass-fiber reinforced plastic) on the roof  
and floor protect against damage from outside from hail, stones, 
salt water, etc.

+  An extra thick layer of high density, hydrophobic, i.e. water- 
repellent XPS foam ensures excellent insulation properties.

+  No material is better suited for impact sound insulation than 
plywood. And even while driving, a lower noise level can be 
achieved. Also, the possibility of installing underfloor heating  
is ensured. 

Dethleffs MoreValue 
Dethleffs Lifetime Plus

 ` Overview of wall construction thickness for all Dethleffs models in this brochure.

Underfloor: 41 mm 
(ESPRIT COMFORT 43mm 
ADVANTAGE 48 mm)

Roof: 34 mm

Sidewalls: 34 mm

  Footstep sound insulation  
  by PVC and wood
 XPS foam
GRP panel

    Polyurethane struts  
  with doweled joints

  Breathable real  
  wood panelling
 XPS foam
Aluminium exterior walls 

 ` Lifetime Plus body construction (the models of the ESPRIT COMFORT range are 
covered with GRP from both sides)
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Dethleffs quality is based on many ideas, both big and small.  
Here are some examples:

Cold spots? Not with us!
Wall, roof and floor elements are connected to each other at Dethleffs 
without the use of continuous metal profiles. This prevents the  
formation of metallic cold spots in the interior - without additional 
insulation - which cause condensation and unnecessary heat loss.

Torsionally stiff thanks to dowel technology
In order to achieve optimum torsional stiffness of the structure,  
we connect the side walls and floor panel with polyurethane plugs 
as thick as your finger. In this way, shearing forces are completely  
eliminated even under extreme loads.

Water drainage
As part of a clever water management system, rain water from the 
roof is directed through predefined channels (e.g. embedded in the 
fiberglass hood) towards the rear and the windscreen. In this way 
the driver is spared from an unintentional shower when getting into 
the vehicle.

On the next page, read how Dethleffs ideas can improve the interior 
climate, even in winter.

Dethleffs MoreValue
Engineering skills from Germany
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 ` The water on the roof is directed through predefined channels

 ` Body construction free of cold bridges  ` Stabilizing dowel connection



As a leading motorhome manufacturer with years of camping  
expertise - especially in Scandinavia, where winter camping is 
known to play a very special role - we know that only the interplay 
of many factors ensures optimum winter performance: insulation, 
ventilation, breathability of materials, arrangement of heating  
hoses and convectors - it’s easy to get everything wrong, or get  
everything right.

The winter performance of our vehicles is constantly being developed 
and improved, and even vehicles without a raised floor are designed 
to be suitable for use in winter. This is based on testing according to 
European standard EN 1646-1. This states, among other things, that 
it should take a max. of 2 hours to heat up a vehicle to 20 degrees  
if the outside temperature is minus 15 degrees.

However, real winter fans who regularly travel in freezing  
temperatures are recommended to opt for a double floor vehicle 
(e.g. the Esprit Comfort) - or to fall back on a unique Dethleffs  
innovation:

Dethleffs Winter Comfort packages!
How to make vehicles without a raised floor completely suitable for 
winter! The heart of the Winter Comfort package is the active electric 
heating of sewage pipes and siphons using 12 V heating technology  
tested in space. Using this, the water system is reliably protected 
against freezing, even when you are on the go. Depending on  
personal preferences and comfort requirements, the packages can 

Dethleffs MoreValue 
Winter camping – highly recommended!

be combined with an Alde warm water heating system. This keeps 
you warm and cosy and makes you feel at home - and it works  
without any blower. Ideal for allergy sufferers!

Your Dethleffs partner can provide you with lots of tips about winter 
camping, for example, installing an underfloor heating - ideal for cold 
feet!
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Our contribution 
For a good room climate

AirPlus overhead locker ventilation
When the warm air quickly cools down the moisture is the result – 
in the motorhome it is always on the exterior wall when it is very 
cold outside. With the AirPlus system we ensure that the overhead 
lockers are ventilated and so an air circulation in the room will 
avoid the condensation. The result: Healthy room air without mould 
formation or mould spots.

Forced ventilation - measured instead of calculated
Forced ventilation in the vehicle is required by law to prevent an 
excessive CO2 level in the living area. The Dethleffs engineers 
measure each model individually to determine the ideal number 
and distribution. This is more complex than a general calculation, 
but it guarantees an optimum balance between forced fresh air and 
CO2 concentration.

Blinds with an insulation coating
The window blinds used by Dethleffs not only protect from prying 
eyes, but thanks to their metal coating at the same time reflect the 
sunlight and thus contribute to a more comfortable interior climate.
 
Breathable materials
The textiles used in the living room and wood paneling on the roof 
and side panels are breathable and so can balance the fluctuating 
moisture density of the air inside, without harmful condensation 
forming.

 ` The AirPlus system avoids any condensation
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 ` Blinds: insulation and protection  ` Breathable textiles



Part of a wonderful holiday is also a healthy and restful sleep. This 
is the reason why Dethleffs set high value on the perfect sleeping 
comfort (SleepWell system). Almost all fixed beds* in Dethleffs 
motorhomes have high-quality cold foam mattresses. In the sprung 
base we use ergonomic slatted frame system with flexible, natural 
rubber embedded spring wood slats matching ideally to the 
contour of the body.

Many single beds can have slatted frames with height-adjustable 
heading section. Please ask your local dealer which slatted frame 
can be used for your individual  vehicle.

For highest requirements or backaches we recommend the 
exclusive 7-zones cold foam mattress with 3D moisture membrane 
and visco-elastic surface. Due to the high point elasticity and the 
differing density grades within the zones, the body will be much 
better supported. The 3D membrane acts like an invisible air 
conditioning for a dry and healthy sleeping climate. 

*  Bunk beds with foam mattresses

Sleeping
Homelike

Healthy sleeping climate
Just because of 3D membrane

 ` Cold foam mattress with visco-elastic surface

 ` 7-zones mattress with different degrees of hardness (option)

 ` Ergonomic wooden slatted frames 
(example)

 ` 3D moisture membrane

 ` Height-adjustable heading section
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 ` The day can only be better with a good nights sleep



 ` Easy-access drawers

 ` 190 l fridge/ freezer combination with 
oven (option)

 ` Solid metallic lock

 ` Height-adjustable rack floor

Design and function perfectly united! 
The idea of the Gourmet Kitchen Centre was the result of the 
customer development project and is a prime  example for practical 
functionality: The gas cooker with its three  cooker hobs and the sink 
are inserted into the working surface space-saving. The variable cover 
provide you additional worktop as you only can uncover the hob you 
really will use. The large drawer compartments can easily store your 
 supplies and even large pans and pots. 

Also the kitchen overhead lockers are developed for variable use: The 
height-adjustable shelves which can be easily  shifted. A real security 
advantage is the gas check valve with an easy access on the kitchen 
front.

The Gourmet Kitchen Centre is not installed in any  motorhome 
models but its good solution ideas you will find everywhere.

All fridges come as standard with automatic energy switch over 
(optimal energy selection between gas, 12 V or 230 V).

Cooking
The Gourmet Kitchen Centre
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 ` Perfect combination of design and functionality ` Three cooking hobs – also for large pots and pans

 ` 1, 2 or 3 – open the hobs you really need

 ` Use the water tap even when the cover is closed
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(1)  Connectable bathrooms* 
Sanitary room and the shower cubicle on the opposite can be 
connected to a large sanitary and dressing room with much 
space.

(2)  Luxus on-board-control panel  
With many displaying functions and good reading  precision 
(option for several models)

(3)  Truma Control panel Combi CP plus 
Digital control panel for the gas heating with large, illuminated 
display and interesting functions such as heating control via a 
timer and as water boost function for very fast water heating. 
Standard for ESPRIT COMFORT.

(4)  Practical floor compartment* 
Well-accessible storage space is always helpful while being away. 
Our floor compartments are ideal for storage of bottles or shoes 
(standard for the most of the  ESPRIT models. Option and another 
format for models of the GLOBEBUS ranges).

(5)  LED illumination 
When desired the complete interior illumination  system can be 
equipped with the electricity-saving LED spots. Advantages: 
Minimised heat generation, extremely long durability and 
70 – 90 % saving of electricity with 20 % more light efficiency at 
least! Used are the Green Power branded LED spots with warmly 
white light  colour. 

*  Depending on model and layout. Your Dethleffs dealer will assist you with more 
information!

Dethleffs MoreValue
Standard advantages

 ` Floor storage compartment (4)  ` Green Power LED (5)

 ` Digital Truma control element with 
large display and comfort functions (3)

 ` Shoe bin in entrance area (depending  
on layout)

 ` Luxus on-board-control panel (2)

 ` Connectable bathrooms (1)
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 ` Ergonomic driver and passenger seats. The picture shows an Aguti Pilote seat 
with integrated belts and optional all-leather cover.

 ` Integrated belt (2)  ` Wide, upholsterd armrests

Dethleffs MoreValue
Ergonomic seat comfort is standard

(1)  Being on the road for hours can stress your back, and that is the 
reason why we attach a great importance to ergonomic and 
comfortable seats.

 Dethleffs therefore employs Captain Chair Pilote seats for driver 
 and front passenger with excellent ergonomic  properties in  
 Low Profile and Coachbuilt motorhomes as standard:
 `  Ergonomic seat and back cushions with high-quality foams
 `  Lateral support for better comfort 
 `  Comfortable, extra wide arm rests, height-adjustable back rest 
	 `  Height and inclination adjustment. Enables the adjustment of 

optimal and fatigue-proof seating position
	 `   Seat heating and lumbar support (option) 

  Every Pilote seat is upholstered with the chosen soft furnishing 
design for better integration into the interior.

(2)     A Class models are all available with an integrated 3-point 
inertia safety belt with an optimal belt position and maximum 
elbowroom.
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With a Dethleffs motorhome you are always safe and protected all-
round!

Guarantee for a relaxing journey: ESP as standard  
(electronic stabilizing system)
Today ESP is an indispensable safety feature in the passenger 
car sector. Caravaning magazines such as promobil vehemently 
demand the use of ESP in motorhomes as standard. At Dethleffs  
this life-saving system is standard for the most of our models. 

ESP* (electronic stabilizing system) – controls the driving direction 
of the vehicle and the movements of the wheels. If required, 
especially in dangerous situations it will be activated, brakes the 
single wheels or slows down the speed of the vehicle by performance 
reduction. Consequently, it safely keeps the vehicle on track. 

More than that the ESP of the newest generation includes other 
important driving assistance systems:
	`  ASR (anti slip regulation) – prevents the wheels from spinning 

when starting on a slope
	`  Hill Holder – assists the driver when starting on a slope
	`  HBA (hydraulic brake assistance) – emergency brake 

assistance. The system recognizes an emergency stop and 
reinforces the pressure on the pedal, if necessary

	`  Roll-over mitigation – Reduces snaking movements and 
improves the stability in curves

Dethleffs MoreValue
Safe all-round!

NEW: Hill Descent Control – helps to maintain a desired speed on 
steep descents (up to max. 30 km/h), without constantly having to 
brake. The driver can focus completely on steering (activated with  
a button on the dashboard).

Standard issue for Dethleffs motorhomes: wide-track chassis (Fiat 
or AL-KO) which provides significantly more contact with the road 
surface. The track width of the Fiat chassis used by Dethleffs, for 
example, is 190 mm wider than the standard Ducato (does not apply 
to the narrow Globebus models).

Dethleffs motorhomes are exemplary with regard to agile and safe 
handling! The magazine Autobild Reisemobile also shared this view. 
In its 1/2014 issue, it judged the Dethleffs Globe4 as follows:  
“The Globe4 is the dynamic export of our choice: firmly sprung, stable 
on the road without the body swaying when cornering or taking evasive 
measures.”

*ESP for GLOBE4 T 7151-4, MAGIC EDITION T 7151-4, ESPRIT T/I 7150 and ESPRIT   
 COMFORT T/I 7150-2 models is only available in conj. with optional Maxi chassis
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Standard driver airbag
and the airbag for the front passenger is already included in  
the standard chassis packages.

3-point inertia safety belts
All registered seats in the direction of travel are equipped with a 
standard 3-point seat belt and stable headrest as is usual in the  
automotive industry.

Unobtructed view
Dethleffs A class motorhomes provide even more safety due to a 
perfect field of view; sideways, and also forwards, directly in front  
of the vehicle. In extensive tests we have determined the best  
compromise between viewing angles.

Reversing cam systems (option)
save yourself stress, expensive manoeuvering damage, and improve 
your safety while travelling. Dethleffs offers a wide range of rear-view 
cameras: from manoeuvering aids to digital rear-view mirrors for the 
motorway.

Smoke detector
A small part with great effect! Just like at home it is strongly recom-
mended to install a smoke detector in your motorhome. At Dethleffs 
it is standard!

Dethleffs MoreValue
Safety has many aspects

 ` 3-point inertia safety belts and automotive head rests for every registered seat

 ` Safe while parking  ` Smoke detector

 ` Good view for your safety
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 ` Large sunroof (3)

Ultra-modern on-board electronic: Powerful charging  device with 
total discharge protection, battery with circuit breaker as well as 
connection for solar charging control unit. 

(1) 95 AH AGM leisure batteries. Most modern and eco-friendly 
technology as from the Premium car section now available for 
Dethleffs motorhomes (example picture):
- High performance
-  3- until 5-fold high durability compared to usual  starter batteries 
- Shorter charging period  
- Absolutely leak-proof 

(2) User-friendly catch locks for access locker doors

(3)  Large skylight (Mini-Heki) for good air ventilation (option for 
TREND T)

(4)  Cab dash for A Class with an air channel for quick defrosting of the 
windscreen – using the heat of the conversion heating

Dethleffs MoreValue
Advantages come standard

 ` Cab dash (4)

 ` (2) ` (1)

 ` Robust GRP roof is standard
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 ` LED awning light (5)  ` Bi-Halogen headlights (6)

(5)  Shapely, bright, low-current LED awning light (standard)

(6) Bi-halogen integral headlights with day-time-running light  
for A Class models (part of the STYLE package)

(7)  Prominent rear part with long-lasting LED rear lights. 
Repair-friendly: The corner elements can be changed  
individually (not for TREND)

(8) Conversion door with robust flyscreen door and electrical 
entrance step (flyscreen door is option for the TREND)

90l fuel tank – standard
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 ` (8)

 ` (7)



Quality is a continuous process 
which already starts with the 
development of the vehicles. 
Right from the beginning the 
cornerstone for the highest 
quality demand is laid by the 
selection of suitable materials, 
suppliers and the perfectly 
matching production process.

Quality above all is for us: The 
tireless search for perfection 
through improvements and 
optimal solutions. This is a 

good reason for us to continuously invest in developments and 
researches, in new machinery and of course in our employees.

This is the reason why we are one of the biggest training 
companies of the region and fill the vacancies preferentially 
with the employees we have trained by ourselves and continue 
training them. 

By doing it this way we can better come up to the quality 
demands.

Peter Leichtenmüller 
Production Manager

All those who buy a Dethleffs vehicle will receive a well-engineered 
vehicle with high quality. Our factory in ‘Isny im Allgaeu’ is one of 
the most modern factories in Europe with qualified and motivated 
employees. Quality made in Germany for over 80 years this has been 
our trademark.

This combination of experience, modern know-how and customer-
oriented suitability for daily use is unique within this industry.

The permanent quality assurance in all manufacturing steps and 
special audits for detailed vehicle verification reflect our perfect 
quality standard. It begins with the Kai-Zen idea: Every employee 
consequently searches for improving suggestions in their working 
environment which will be implemented quickly and efficiently.

Trained employees realise them into practise. Practise-orientation 
is a very important topic for the development: In line with our 
systematically arranged customer projects we enhance the 
know-how of our engineers with the practical experience of our 
customers. So the innovative new developments come with the 
required degree of practicality. 

We do not keep the cards close to our chest. See the production 
of our motorhomes – we offer a weekly factory tour! Further 
information you will find at: www.dethleffs.co.uk

Our quality demand: 
Better and better!

Quality Management
Sophisticated from A to Z
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 ` Certified quality

 ` Information system with barcode support

 ` Efficient production processes guarantee highest quality!
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See the complete Dethleffs Motorhome range!
Many thanks for your interest in our motorhomes. Many other Dethleffs models you will find in the 
Premium Class brochure and evan flyer. Additional information can be send upon request. We kindly  
ask you to contact us via the phone or to order the brochures via internet.

Subject to change, errors excepted
Please note that the pictures of this brochure also show alternative designs or optional fittings at extra 
costs. Detailed information about techniques and equipment can be found at the separated specification 
sheet. Colours will differ.

Visit Isny in Allgaeu, the city where Arist Dethleffs 1931 developed 
the caravan and make a Dethleffs factory tour! · www.dethleffs.co.uk

We thank our partners for the friendly support:
Berndes Küche GmbH, www.berndes.de; Keck & Lang GmbH, www.kela.de;  
pad home design concept gmbh, www.padconcept.com; Rosenthal GmbH, www.rosenthal.de

Dethleffs GmbH & Co. KG 
Arist-Dethleffs-Straße 12 •  D-88316 Isny  
Tel. 0049 (0) 75 62 / 98 78 81 •  Fax 0049 (0) 75 62 / 98 78 80
www.dethleffs.co.uk •  info@dethleffs.co.uk 


